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"I'm between songs, but one time I got together with. I am having a 100th birthday party for my
husband next month. I am going to present a song with this version of SONG OF CROESONG" -
Linda M. Phoenix, AZQ: What to do with multiple tables required for access I have a database that I
would like to check to see if the data is invalid. It will take care of the default values (gender, birth
date, etc) and would take the values provided by the user. I have 3 tables: Customer, Purchase, and
Specification. A Customer is associated with one Purchase, and one Specification. The table
(Purchase) just contains the following columns: Id CustomerId Date Value The table (Specification)
contains some boolean values (1,0) and another column: Id Specification Value The table (Customer)
contains an example of what I would like to update, as well as the foreign keys to the other tables
CustomerId Gender BirthDate I am attempting to use this query to determine if the data is valid or
not. update customer set c_gender = @c_gender, c_birthdate = @c_birthdate where c_id = @c_id
The problem is it requires columns from 3 tables, which seems redundant. Should I make all three of
the tables user-editable and have a list of which one to use for each column? Should I just have a
single table that holds the default values and then a second table of data? A: If your customer can be
null, you should have a customer table which has a nullable foreign key to Purchase. So Customer
has CustomerId and CustomerId is the primary key of Customer and can be null. Specification has
Specification and SpecificationId and SpecificationId is the primary key of Specification. Then
Purchase has PurchaseId and PurchaseId is the primary key of Purchase. Purchase may also be
nullable. This would allow you to set the customer in the database when a customer is null. The
specification table is there if you want to restrict what may be used or be defined in the specification
and the specification id in purchase may not be a valid id for a specification. Once the customer
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